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Abstract

Distribution network design as a strategic decision has long-term effect on tactical and operational supply chain
management. In this research, the location-allocation problem is studied under demand uncertainty. The purposes
of this study were to specify the optimal number and location of distribution centers and to determine the
allocation of customer demands to distribution centers. The main feature of this research is solving the model with
unknown demand function which is suitable with the real-world problems. To consider the uncertainty, a set of
possible scenarios for customer demands is created based on the Monte Carlo simulation. The coefficient of
variation of costs is mentioned as a measure of risk and the most stable structure for firm's distribution network is
defined based on the concept of robust optimization. The best structure is identified using genetic algorithms and
14% reduction in total supply chain costs is the outcome. Moreover, it imposes the least cost variation created by
fluctuation in customer demands (such as epidemic diseases outbreak in some areas of the country) to the logistical
system. It is noteworthy that this research is done in one of the largest pharmaceutical distribution firms in Iran.
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Introduction
A supply chain is a set of facilities, suppliers, customers,
products, and methods of purchasing, monitoring inven-
tory, and distribution. In a supply chain, the flow of goods
between suppliers and customers goes across several stages
and each stage may include some facilities (Sabri and
Beamon 2000). Supply chain design is the most fundamen-
tal decision that will impact the entire supply chain, and it
has been obtaining much importance recently due to in-
creasing competitiveness in markets (Simchi-Levi and
Kaminsky 2004; Thomas and Griffin 1996). Firms are forced
to keep high customer service levels while they are obliged
to reduce costs and maintain profit margins simultaneously.
Distribution networks are considered as the main pro-

fitability key because they directly affect both the cost of
supply chains and satisfaction of the customers (Chopra
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2003). The high cost of buying assets and building faci-
lities has made locating or relocating the facilities a
long-term investment, and the deployed facilities are ex-
pected to carry out their activities for a long period of
time. Therefore, it seems essential to design a supply
chain network which performs well with some parame-
ters variation across time (Santosa 2003). General struc-
ture of the supply chain is shown in Figure 1.
Supply chain design includes strategic decisions such as

determining the number and location and capacity of fa-
cilities in each echelon of the supply chain. The location
of facilities and the allocation of demands to them have
been a substantial research area. The typical location-
allocation problem involves selecting p facilities among
n potential locations and allocating demand to the open
facilities to minimize the total cost (Hakimi 1965). In
addition, distances, times, or costs among customers and
facilities can be considered (Drezner and Hamacher 2004;
ReVelle and Eiselt 2005). This is p-median problem which
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Figure 1 Typical supply chain structure (Melo et al. 2009).
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has attracted much attention in the literature (Daskin
1995; Mladenovic et al. 2007).
Different techniques have been employed to solve prob-

lems relating to facility location. The p-median problem is
typically formulated as an integer program (IP). Enumeration
and heuristics methods were the primary techniques which
are proposed to solve this problem. Also, several methods
have been used to solve LP relaxations of the IP formulation
problems including branch-and-bound, dual ascent, sub-
gradient optimization, and Lagrangian relaxation.
Metaheuristics and approximation algorithms are the

prominent techniques in the literature over the last few
years. The most common metaheuristics are genetic al-
gorithms, simulated annealing, variable neighborhood
search, tabu search, and neural networks. Moreover,
some approximation algorithms have been created which
attain different bounds on the favorable solution quality.
In fact, the configuration stability of a supply chain

network is highly desirable because of great investments
normally dedicated with this type of decisions. In this
paper, the goal is to obtain a distribution network design
that can cope with the future demand variations and
achieve a ‘robust’ network design. In this case study, ac-
tual data is used from a company which is one of the lar-
gest pharmaceutical distribution firms in Iran. Because
drug and medicine are considered as strategic commo-
dity in all around the world, minimizing the total cost of
pharmaceutical supply chain is not the entire objective
and achieving a robust supply chain design is more im-
portant than having the least cost network.
In this paper, the goal is to determine the optimal num-

ber and location of distribution centers. Moreover, the al-
location of customer demands to distribution centers
under demand uncertainty is defined in order to minimize
the total annual cost including warehouse fixed costs,
inventory costs, and transportation costs while maintain-
ing the required service level.
This paper is organized as follows: In the ‘Problem state-

ment’ section, the mathematical model and background on
methodology is stated. The proposed genetic algorithm is
given in the third section, and the approach to deal with
uncertainty is discussed in the fourth section. Numerical re-
sults are presented in the ‘Results and analysis’ section, and
finally, the paper is concluded in the ‘Conclusion’ section.

Problem statement
The problem considered in this paper is designing the dis-
tribution network for pharmaceutical distribution compa-
nies in Iran. Existing in the pharmaceutical industry entails
accepting a series of requirements and commitments re-
lated to the Department of Health. For example, manufac-
turers and importers in this industry do not have the
permission to distribute their own products and they are
obliged to distribute their products through distribution
companies. Actually, the pharmaceutical distribution firms
are the connecting chain between suppliers and retailers.
Based on the scope of activity, pharmaceutical distribu-

tion companies are divided into provincial and national
firms. Provincial distribution companies are licensed to
operate in particular region bounds whereas national dis-
tribution companies are forced by the Ministry of Health
to distribute drugs in all provinces of the country. This
company is one of the national distribution firms in Iran
which should cover the demands of all cities in country
with its own products.
According to the latest published statistics, the market

share of this company is 15% of the medicines and medical
equipment market in Iran. The suppliers of this company
include 32 manufactures and 46 importers of medicine
and medical equipment which are the main suppliers of
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the country. These infrastructures make this company as
the second pharmaceutical distribution company in Iran.
The customers of this company include pharmacies,

hospitals, and medical centers in most of the cities in
Iran whose numbers roughly equate 10,000. It is obvious
that this optimization problem needs a very large
amount of data. Therefore, data aggregation is the first
essential step that should be done. The efficient ap-
proach which is used for this purpose is classifying the
pharmacies, hospitals, and medical centers in each city
in one cluster.
Then, all customers located in each group are replaced

by a single demand point in the center of cluster. Even if
suitable technology exists to solve the problem with large
initial data, data aggregation would be useful. Aggregation
causes reduce the data variability and forecasting with ag-
gregated data is significantly more precise compared with
non-aggregated data (Simchi-Levi and Kaminsky 2004).
This company approximately owns 1,900 different drugs

and medical equipment in its product portfolio, and the
composition of them has been determined based on mar-
ket demands. Due to the relatively large number and small
size of the products, these are integrated to one product.
Moreover, what is significant matter for the company is
how much space each customer demands occupies the
content of vehicles in the transportation process. So, ac-
cording to the length, width, and height of product pack-
ages, the total volume of demand products is calculated,
and it is used as the measure of customer demands. So,
this problem is considered as a single product and multi-
level supply chain design problem (Sousa et al. 2011).
The current logistical structure of the company includes

a warehouse in Tehran and 18 distribution centers in diffe-
rent provinces. The company wants to redesign its distribu-
tion network to satisfy all customer demands and tolerate
the minimum total costs caused by demand fluctuations.

Location-allocation model
The design of the distribution network for this company
is modeled in the form of a mixed integer linear pro-
gramming problem in both location and allocation
phases. In the location phase, the objective is to deter-
mine the optimal number of distribution centers and de-
fine which customers are supplied with each distribution
center. In the allocation phase, the objective is to specify
the amount of inventory which is transferred from the
warehouse to distribution centers and from distribution
centers to the customers (Amiri 2006; Gebennini et al.
2009; Jayaraman and Ross 2008; Jayaraman and Pirkul
2001). The assumptions considered in this model are

� The delivery time of transferring goods from warehouses
to distribution centers and from distribution centers to
customers is considered constant.
� The cost of transportation is calculated based on the
distance between two points and the shipping cost
of a product unit in each path.

� The total demand of each customer must be provided
by a distribution center.

� The number of customers and their demands are known.
� The numbers and capacities of potential distribution

centers and warehouses are known.

Set I represents the set of customer zones, J is the set
of potential distribution centers, K is the set of potential
warehouse locations, and L is the set of products. The
location model intends to minimize three types of costs.
The first type of costs is fixed costs associated with open
warehouses (VK) and distribution centers (FJ).
Second, external transportation cost to transfer pro-

ducts from the warehouses to distribution centers (Cjkl).
The third type is internal transportation costs to transfer
products from distribution centers to customer zones
(Cijl). The customer demands for products (ail), the cap-
acity of distribution centers (bj), and warehouses (dk) are
all given as input parameter to the model.
The decision variables track the set of customer zones

that are dedicated to distribution centers for products
(Xijl), the set of open distribution centers that are dedi-
cated to open warehouses (Yjkl), and the set of distribu-
tion centers (Zj) and warehouses (PK) which are open or
closed.
M1: Location model

MIN Z1 ¼ ∑
j
FjZj þ ∑

k
V kPK þ ∑

i
∑
j
∑
l
CijlXijlþ∑

j
∑
k
∑
l
CjklY jkl

ð1Þ
Subject to:

∑
j
Xijl ¼ 1 ∀ i and l ð2Þ

∑
k
Y jkl ¼ Zj ∀ j and l ð3Þ

∑
i
∑
l
ail Xijl ≤ bj ∀ j ð4Þ

∑
j
∑
l
bjY jkl ≤ dk ∀ k ð5Þ

Xijl ≤ Zj ∀ i; j; and l ð6Þ
Y jkl≤ Pk ∀ j; k; and l ð7Þ
Xijl ∈ 0; 1f g ∀ i; j; and l ð8Þ
Y jkl ∈ 0; 1f g ∀ j; k; and l ð9Þ
Zj ∈ 0; 1f g ∀ j ð10Þ
Pk ∈ 0; 1f g ∀ k ð11Þ

In allocation model, (Sijl) shows the cost to supply one
unit of product L from distribution center J which would
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be used by customer I, (Sjkl) is transportation cost for
one unit of product L from warehouse K to distribution
center J, (TCkl) is the transportation cost to deliver one
unit of product L to warehouse K and ail is the demand
from customer I for product L. The decision variables
are represented by Bkl which is the quantity of product
L sent to warehouse k, Qjkl is the quantity of product
L sent from warehouse k to distribution center J, and
Vijl is the quantity of product L sent from distribution
center J to customer I (Jang et al. 2002; Shu et al. 2010;
Tragantalerngsak et al. 2000).

MIN Z2 ¼ ∑
k
∑
l
TCklBklþ∑

i
∑
j
∑
l
SijlV ijl

þ ∑
j
∑
k
∑
l
SjklQjkl ð12Þ

M2: Allocation model
Subject to:

Bkl ¼ ∑
j
Qjkl ∀ k and l ð13Þ

Bkl ¼ ∑
j
Qjkl ∀ k and l ð14Þ

∑
j
V ijl ¼ ail ∀ i and l ð15Þ

Bkl ≥ 0 ∀ k and l ð16Þ
V ijl ≥ 0 ∀ i; j; and l ð17Þ
Qjkl ≥ 0 ∀ j; k; and l ð18Þ

Backgrounds on methodology
Over the past 40 years, a great number of combinatorial
problems have emerged from computer science and engin-
eering (such as the location-allocation problem studied
here). It has been proved that these combinatorial problems
belong to the class of NP-complete problems (Garey and
Johnson 1979) and with increase in number of variables,
the time required to find the optimal solution are enhanced
exponentially (Garey and Johnson 1979). Thus, solving
large scale of these problems to achieve optimality in a rea-
sonable amount of computational time is not possible.
To solve these problems, heuristic algorithms were de-

veloped which provide acceptable solutions in proper
computational time. One of the major defects of heuris-
tic algorithms is the high risk of being trapped in local
optimal solutions. To improve these algorithms, new ap-
proaches were presented in 1970s. They were meta-
heuristic algorithms which explore the solution area to
find optimality with diversification and intensification
search (Talbi 2009).
These algorithms are very efficient and successful in

solving complex optimization problems which classical
methods are unable to solve. As a meta-heuristic algo-
rithm, genetic algorithms have been used widely as a tool
in simulation and exploring the solution area in various
contexts. The high applicability and simplicity usage are
the main reasons for the widespread use of this algorithm.

Proposed genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithms (GA) are based on Darwin's theory,
and two main ideas are considered in this theory. First,
next generations are created from the evolution of the pre-
vious generations. Second, members who are stronger in
the struggle for survival have greater living chance. So, GA
is an algorithm which utilizes initial population, and each
member of the population is considered as a solution
(Arostegui et al. 2006; Melo et al. 2012).

Representation
The first step to solve a problem by genetic algorithm is
defining the structure of representation and the way to
convert a chromosome to a solution. Representation is one
of the most important subjects that influence the perform-
ance of genetic algorithms. The first application of GAs in
distribution problems was carried out by Michalewicz et al.
(1991). One known way to represent network problems is
tree-based representation. Basically, there are three ways
for representing a tree: edge-based encoding, vertex-based
encoding, and edge-and-vertex-based encoding (Gen and
Cheng 2000). In this paper, matrix-based representation
which belongs to edge-based encoding category is used to
represent the solutions (Altiparmak et al. 2009; Drezner
and Wesolowsky 2003; Syarif et al. 2002).
For this purpose, the (n ×m) binary matrix is used

which n indicates the number of distribution centers
and m indicates the number of demand points. There
are two constraints in the representation of solutions
which associate with assumptions. First, the summation
of the columns of the representation matrix should cer-
tainly be one which means that the demand of each city
should be covered only by a distribution center. Second,
the summation of each row of this matrix must not be
zero which means each distribution center should cover
the demand of at least one customer. It is noticeable that
the number of initial population size be considered 250
with regards to the problem largeness.

Fitness function
Fitness function indicates the quality of the solutions with
a numerical value and guides the Searching process to bet-
ter solutions. The fitness function in this problem consists
of three costs. The first cost is external transportation
which is defined as the cost of transportation from ware-
houses to distribution centers. The second is internal
transportation cost which is defined as the cost of trans-
portation from distribution centers to customers and the
third cost is the inventory holding costs in distribution
centers (Talbi 2009).
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� External transportation cost
The location of each distribution center (DC) is
identified based on logistical structure and the latitude
and longitude of each demand point. After the
calculation of distances between each DC to the
warehouse, the required vehicles for transportation of
products are determined with regard to the demand
of the cities. Then, the external transportation cost is
calculated based on the unit cost of transportation in
each path.

� Internal transportation cost
According to the specific location of each DC, the
distance between DCs and cities are calculated and
with regard to the demand of each city, the required
vehicles and the internal transportation cost are
determined.

� Inventory holding costs
The number of distribution centers to cover all
demand points is determined by logistical structure of
each solution. Based on the financial department
documents related to the costs of DCs, a strong linear
relationship between the amount of inventory in
storage facilities and the available labors in DCs and
annual cost of DCs are found. Thus, the required
labor and annual cost of each DC is estimated, and
accordingly, the inventory holding cost is calculated.
Genetic operators
In each generation, the chromosomes are evaluated by
measuring their related fitness functions. The chromo-
somes of next generation which are produced through
two ways mentioned below are called offspring.

1. Merging two chromosomes using crossover operator
2. Changing chromosomes using mutation operator

Crossover is an operator used to explore new solutions
in search space, and it is responsible to exchange parts
of chromosomes among selected parents. In this study,
two-point crossover operator is employed which these
two points is randomly selected among the correspond-
ing parts of parents. It is noteworthy that crossover
probability has been considered 0.8 in this operator.
Mutation is another operator that is responsible for

modifying genes within a chromosome at low rates and
creates random variations in some chromosomes. The
main role of mutation is identifying some areas of the
search space whose possibility of being explored is low.
Also, this operator reduces the probability of trapping
populations in local optimal and prevents the premature
convergence (Jaramillo et al. 2002). In the proposed al-
gorithm, uniform mutation is employed and mutation
probability is considered 0.1 in this operator.
Selection strategy
The most important question that should be answered to
determine the selection strategy is which parents should
be selected for creating the next generation to move to-
ward a better fitness function. In this paper, roulette wheel
method is used to determine the parents. In this method,
the selection probability of each chromosome is propor-
tional to the degree they deserve. The reason for using this
method is to maintain diversification in the population
and provide even low chance of being selected for parents
which have low fitness function (Talbi 2009).
Control parameters
This parameter impacts on the stopping criteria of algo-
rithms and can be decreased when the convergence in so-
lution occur. Also, this parameter can be increased when
significant improvement was not observed after a certain
number of iterations in order to enhance the diversifica-
tion in the population. It is noticeable that the optimal so-
lution is not known in advance in this problem and the
stopping criteria are set to achieve a certain number of it-
erations (Talbi 2009). In this paper, the number of genera-
tions is set to 1,000 and the algorithm stops if it has not
any improvement over 400 generations.
Regarding to the proposed mathematical model and

being in the NP-hard category, there is no rational com-
putational time for solving medium and large scale of
this problem. To validate the proposed algorithm, some
small scale problems are solved by exact solutions and
the answers are compared with the answers of the pro-
posed genetic algorithm. It is noticeable that ‘Gams 21.7’
is the software which is used to solve the mathematical
model with exact approach.
The results of solving small scale problems with exact

algorithms demonstrate that they are identical with the
answers resulting from the proposed genetic algorithm.
Exact algorithms find the optimal solution with exploring
all the search space of the problems. This equality indi-
cates that the proposed genetic algorithm can achieve op-
timality in problems with small size and this demonstrates
the validation of the algorithm. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that the proposed algorithm is appropriate for solv-
ing large and medium problems.
The approach to deal with uncertainty
With studying the data of customer demands in the past
40 months, it becomes clear that the demands' behavior do
not follow any specific probability distribution function.
This uncertainty occurs due to the strong bullwhip effect
which exists in most of the industries, but it is very impres-
sive in pharmaceutical industry in Iran. Figure 2 illustrates
the behavior of the demands quantity in an instance city in
the last 40 months.
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Figure 2 Behavior of pharmaceutical product demands in the
40 past months in Tehran.
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The main reason for the demand fluctuations and the
bullwhip effect exacerbation is false orders in periods of
drug shortages. Such orders are so common because the
customers think that the future supply of drugs and
medicines will encounter by reduction. Also, the fluctu-
ation in the price of medicines is a cause to intensify this
phenomenon (Simchi-Levi and Kaminsky 2004).
An important step in the process of decision making is

risk analysis. If there is a lot of uncertainty in a param-
eter or there is not enough availability or accessibility to
the previous information, the future cannot be predicted
accurately. Monte Carlo simulation provides the possi-
bility to distinguish all the consequences of decisions
and evaluate the related risk of each factor and helps to
make better decisions under uncertain conditions. This
Figure 3 Location of the demand points.
technique is used in a wide variety of fields such as in-
surance, financial management, project management,
manufacturing, research development, and transporta-
tion (Deleris and Erhun 2005; Flores et al. 2006).
Monte Carlo simulation conducts risk analysis based on

the outputs with replacing the values of uncertain vari-
ables. In this technique, a random set of values between
the upper and lower bound for each variable is obtained
from its probability distribution function. Monte Carlo
simulation can contain even several thousands of calcula-
tions with regard to the number of uncertain variables
and their variation ranges. Thus, a set of patterns are gen-
erated in each scenario which represent one of the pos-
sible conditions. The output of the Monte Carlo
simulation illustrates the frequency of objective function
values which is associated with occurrence of different
scenarios (Kalos and Whitlock 2008; Klibi et al. 2010). It is
obvious that the higher numbers of scenarios, the more
likely conditions are examined in the available space.

Results and analysis
As was mentioned, to consider the uncertainty in cus-
tomer demands, some scenarios are created based on
Monte Carlo simulation. For each scenario, the optimal
number and location of distribution centers and the al-
location of customers demand to distribution centers is
determined. Figure 3 shows the location of 209 demand
points which are the integration of pharmacies, hospi-
tals, and health centers in the intended cities with their
geographical specifications (longitude and latitude).

http://www.jiei-tsb.com/content/10/1/1


Table 1 Comparisons of average and standard deviation
of the logistical structure costs

Candidate solutions Average cost STD cost CV

Logistical structure with 9 DCs 8.74 × 108 0.36 × 108 0.041

Logistical structure with 10 DCs 8.52 × 108 0.41 × 108 0.048

Logistical structure with 11 DCs 8.82 × 108 0.44 × 108 0.049

Figure 4 Frequency histogram of the demand scenarios.
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Figure 4 demonstrates the histogram of the optimal
number of distribution centers based on the 400 scenarios
of customer demands. In each scenario, the best number
of distribution centers is calculated using the proposed
genetic algorithm. This figure illustrates that the logistical
structures with 9, 10, and 11 distribution centers gain the
most frequencies among the structures. In the next step,
the optimal logistical structures for candidate solutions
are determined. This time, a great number of scenarios
(10,000 scenarios) for customer demands are created, and
the average and standard deviation of costs for these three
structures are compared and shown in Table 1.
The results show that logistical structure with nine

distribution centers has the least coefficient of variation
among others. In this paper, the coefficient of variation
Figure 5 Logistical structure with nine distribution centers.
is mentioned as an index of risk, so it can be concluded
that this structure is more stable against uncertainty in
customer demands. Figure 5 illustrates the logistical
structure with nine distribution centers which is selected
as the best distribution network for this company. It is
remarkable that the total cost in current distribution
network is 9.97 × 108 monthly and the proposed distri-
bution network leads to 14% reduction in total cost
compared with the current distribution network.
To prove the significance of the difference between

the costs of the structures, ANOVA test is used in SPSS
20.0 software. This test is done to compare the mean
cost of these three groups and to study the influence of
independent variables on dependent variable.
In this problem, the independent variables include

the number of distribution centers in each candidate lo-
gistical structure, and the dependent variable is the lo-
gistical costs associated with the structures. The result
of this test is shown in Table 2. As it can be shown, Sig
is smaller than 0.05 which means H0 is rejected and
there are significant differences between the average
costs of these structures.
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Table 2 Result of ANOVA test

ANOVA test Sum of
squares

DF Mean
square

F Sig

Between groups 1.43 × 1019 2 7.144 × 1018 922.647 .000

Within groups 2.32 × 1020 29,997 7.743 × 1015

Total 2.47 × 1020 29,997
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Conclusion
In this study, a model of location-allocation problem in
a three echelon supply chain with the aim of locating an
unknown number of distribution centers to distribute
pharmaceutical products from a specific warehouse to
customers (pharmacies, hospitals, and medical centers
in specific cities) is provided. The objective function of
this model was minimizing the external and internal
transportation costs and holding costs of inventory in
distribution centers.
On the one hand, increasing the number of distribu-

tion centers is a cause to enhance the service levels and
reducing the transportation costs from the distribution
centers to the customers. On the other hand, decreasing
the number of distribution centers leads to inventory in-
tegration and take advantage of risk pooling and reduce
the inventory holding cost. Thus, the questions which
are raised in this paper are how the optimal number of
distribution centers should be determined, where distri-
bution centers should be established and which cus-
tomers must be assigned to each distribution center.
We are witnessing the customer demand uncertainty

in pharmaceutical industry, and it cannot be considered
in any specific probability distribution function. This un-
certainty is due to the intense bullwhip effect created by
retailers and other factors. To consider the uncertainty
in this study, a set of possible scenarios is created based
on the Monte Carlo simulation method, and for each
scenario, the distribution network has been optimized
using genetic algorithm.
According to the frequency of optimal distribution

center numbers specified from scenarios, three struc-
tures with 9, 10, and 11 distribution centers which have
the highest frequency are introduced as candidate solu-
tions. The mean and standard deviation of the costs of
structures are compared, and the significant difference
between them was proved. The results show that logis-
tical structure with nine distribution centers leads to
14% reduction in total distribution network cost com-
pared to current network. Moreover, it has fewer coeffi-
cient of variation than two others. In this paper, the
coefficient of variation is mentioned as an index of risk,
and with considering the risk of solutions, it can be con-
cluded that this structure is more robust than other
structures and in case of happening turbulence in cus-
tomer demands such as epidemic diseases outbreak in
some areas of the country, fewer costs will be imposed
to this company distribution network.
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